MOLECULAR AND BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS, AND CULTIVATION OF AN ATTENUATED STRAIN 1974-VNIIVViM OF RIFT VALLEY FEVER VIRUS
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A b s t r a c t

In recent decades, a threat of spreading Rift Valley fever (RVF) to Asia and Europe raises serious concerns. Within many years, vaccines against RVF were developed in several ways including designing attenuated vaccine versions, inactivated or genetically engineered vaccines. A serious hazard of the RVF agent requires developing sufficiently immunogenic preparations providing both RVF specific prevention and safety precautions in production procedures. Therefore, this work was aimed at molecular and biological characterization of an attenuated RVF virus (RVFV) strain 1974-VNIIVViM including search for high-tech cell culture systems for the virus growth and determination of its antigenic and/or immunogenic relationship with a virulent strain Entebbe. The results of the investigations showed that the virus accumulated in continuous cell cultures like saiga kidney (SK), Siberian mountain goat kidney (PSGK-60) and MDVK (calve kidney cell culture) at high titers with infectious (8.53±0.21 lg MLD50/cm3) and antigenic (1:64 to 1:128 in the passive hemagglutination test, PHT) activity levels. We determined optimal regime of the virus growth in BHK-21/13 (Syrian hamster kidney cell culture) using a roller culture method: the culture bottle rotation speed of 12 to 15 r.p.h.; the infection dosage of 0.01 to 0.001 MLD50/cell; the first 12 hours of the culture at pH 6.4 to 6.8. Further, pH is maintained at 7.2 to 7.6 for 48 to 72 hours of culture at 37 °C, which provides the raw virus production at high infectivity (8.5 to 8.9±0.2 lg MLD50/cm3) and antigenicity (1:128 to 1:256 in PHT and 1:625 to 1:3125 in solid phase ELISA) levels. Phylogenetic analysis of the nucleotide sequences of 3 sites in S and/or M segments showed that it was closely related to strains Smithburn and Entebbe allowing their grouping into a separate cluster. Comparative analysis of nucleotide sequences of genes encoding glycoproteins Gn and Gc, and the nucleoprotein N, shows that most of the substitutions in the sequences of the genes of the RVFV strain 1974-VNIIVViM are synonymous and do not alter the primary amino acid sequence, with insertion and deletion missing. In the nucleotide sequence encoding glycoprotein Gn of strain 1974-VNIIVViM we found 8 substitutions relative to a similar sequence of M segment of a virulent strain Entebbe, and 14 substitutions when compared with M segment of strain Smithburn. A lower (as compared with other attenuated strains) amount of significant amino acid substitutions in RVFV antigenic components was revealed; thus, strain 1974-VNIIVViM selection as a source of immunodominant proteins and/or raw virus for vaccine production seems to be well-grounded.
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Rift Valley fever (RVF) is a transmissible acute zooanthroposiosis with the symptoms of intoxication, fever, necrotizing hepatitis, hemorrhagic gastroenteritis with high mortality in lambs and goatlings. The causal pathogenic agent RVF virus (Rift Valley fever virus — RVFV) belongs to family Bunyaviridae, genus Phlebovirus. Currently, RVF attracts close attention of researchers, as it is considered a highly dangerous zooanthroposiosis causing great economic losses which is made up of the losses from abortion, high percentage of mortality in young animals, a sharp decline in the productivity of livestock, and the cost of quarantine and preventive measures, as well as of hospitalization and treatment of humans [1].

Manifestation of this disease in the form of epizootic outbreaks is ob-
served in the African and Asian countries. However, according to research performed by the Wildlife Conservation Society, global warming would cause changes in the ecosystems characteristic to certain climatic zones. In particular, the warming may result in the spreading and an increased number of potential RVF pathogen transmitters, the *Culex tritaeniorhynchus* and *Aedes vexans arabiensis*. All this indicates a threat of spreading Rift Valley fever over the countries that have so far been free of the disease [2-4]. In recent decades, a threat of RVF spreading to Asia and Europe raises serious concerns [5-7].

Within many years, vaccines against RVF have been developed in several ways including designing attenuated vaccine versions [8-11], inactivated whole virus and subunit vaccines [12-14], viral vector-based vaccines, and DNA vaccines [15-22]. In Russia, Rift Valley fever is studied among the other highly dangerous animal and human infections, and particularly, diagnostic methods and the means of specific prevention and control measures are being developed [23]. An attenuated strain 1974-VNIIVViM of RVF virus has been designed in the All-Russian Research Institute of Veterinary Virology and Microbiology using serial passage technique in suckling mice. A domestic test system for the detection of this virus by RT-PCR and immunoadsorbent has been suggested [24, 25].

To date, live vaccines against RVF produced of the attenuated strain are used in veterinary practice in endemic area. However, these may cause abortion or have teratogenic effects on the fetus due to residual virulence of Smithburn strain. At the same time, according to the researchers’ reports, new attenuated candidate vaccines (MP-12, Clone 13, etc.) may have the same disadvantages [5, 11]. An inactivated vaccine has been developed for humanitarian medicine; it is used for experimental purposes but has not been registered and is not commercially available [14].

Production of live and inactivated vaccines is knows to require a large amount of raw virus of high infectious and immunogenic activity. In this study, we first showed that high titters of RVF strain 1974-VNIIVViM are accumulated is the saiga kidney, green monkey kidney, and Syrian hamster kidney continuous cell cultures, and have high infectious and antigenic activity. The identified high closeness of strain 1974-VNIIVViM to known strains Smithburn and Entebbe, as well as the low number of significant amino acid substitutions in its antigenic components point to the possibility of using strain 1974-VNIIVViM as a source of immunodominant protein genes and as raw virus for the vaccine production.

This research was aimed at the search for high-tech cell culture systems for the reproduction of attenuated strain 1974-VNIIVViM of Rift Valley fever virus and the study of its molecular and biological properties including identification of antigenic and immunogenic closeness to the reference virulent (Entebbe) and attenuated (Smithburn) strains.

**Technique.** Attenuated strain 1974-VNIIVViM with infectious activity of 6.0-6.5 lg TCD<sub>50</sub>/cm<sup>2</sup> (50 % tissue cytopathic dose) was obtained from the All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Veterinary Virology and Microbiology (VNIIVViM) collection of microorganisms. Continuous cell cultures, such as Syrian hamster kidney (BHK-21/13), calve kidney (MDVK), saiga kidney (SK), green monkey (CV-1), Siberian mountain goat kidney (PSGK-60), African goat embryo (PEAK), and primary lamb kidney (LC) cell cultures were used to compare the effectiveness of RVF virus accumulation in continuous and primary cell cultures. All cell cultures were obtained from the VNIIVViM cell strain museum. Eagle MEM culture medium (Minimum Essential Medium Eagle, Sigma, USA) and 0.25 % MEH suspension (muscle enzymatic hydrolyzate) medium (VNIIV-ViM) enriched in B-vitamins and L-glutamine (600 mg/dm<sup>3</sup>), and supplemented with 5-10 % cattle blood serum (Birolot, Russia) were used for cell culture. The growth medium was removed from culture flasks (1.5 liter volume) with grown
monolayer, then the maintenance medium supplemented with 2 % serum was added. Multiplicity of infection was 0.01 TCD\textsubscript{50}/cell. The infected culture was incubated until 80-100 % CPE (cytopathic effect). Three to five consecutive passages were performed for each cell culture.

Virus was propagated at 37 °C for 3-4 days statically, in roller and suspension cultures depending on cell substrate, multiplicity of infection and culture regime. Commercial shelf rack roller systems (NBS, USA), the systems designed and manufactured in VNIIVViM for industrial cell and virus culture (applicable to monolayer and suspension culture), and laboratory fermenters (NBS, USA; Biostat, Germany; Chemap, Switzerland) were used.

Viral infectious activity was estimated by conventional techniques, i.e. titration in CV-1, SK or PSGK cell cultures in 96-well plates or in 1-3-day-old white mice of 18-20 g weight at intracerebral infection. Viral titer were calculated according to Reed and Menc as modified according to Ashmarin and expressed as lg TCD\textsubscript{50}/cm\textsuperscript{3} or lg MLD\textsubscript{50}/cm\textsuperscript{3} (50 % murine lethal dose) [26]. Antigenic activity of virus-containing material was tested in the reaction of passive haemagglutination (PHA) and the «sandwich» solid phase enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA-SP), using erythrocytic diagnosticum and the «Diagnostic products for ELISA-SP with RVF» kit (VNIIVViM), respectively.

In molecular studies, we used the earlier developed plasmid library of full length genes encoding immunodominant viral proteins of strain 1974-VNIIVViM [27], the nucleotide sequences of corresponding plasmids deposited by us in the GenBank (KF876008 and KF876009 for Gn and Gc glycoproteins, and KF876010 for N nucleoprotein), and other nucleotide sequences, which have been identified to date in the virulent and attenuated strains and isolates of RVF virus, i.e. Entebbe (GenBank DQ380156.1), Smithburn (GenBank DQ380157.1), ZH548 (GenBank DQ380151.1), MP-12 (GenBank DQ380154.1), Kenya 9800523 (GenBank DQ380169.1). Evolutionary and phylogenetic analysis was performed with MEGA v. 6.06 software (http://www.megasoftware.net/mega.php) according to the maximum likelihood method based on the K. Tamura and M. Nei [28] model. Initial dendrograms for subsequent heuristic search were obtained using Neighbor-Join and BioNJ algorithms.

For electron microscopy with ultrathin section negative contrasting [29] a JEM-100S Electron Microscope (Jeol, Japan) was applied.

Statistical analysis was performed according to G.F. Lakin [30] using R 3.1.1 and Microsoft Office Excel 2013 software.

**Results.** The dependence of strain 1974-VNIIVViM accumulation on multiplicity of infection (in the range of 0.01 to 0.000001 TCD\textsubscript{50}/cell), cattle serum concentration in the maintenance medium (0 %, 2 %, and 5 %), pH (6.4-7.6 in increments of 0.2), and time of stationary cultivation was studied in monolayer cell cultures of all the used lines. Along with LK cells, SK, CV-1, and BHK-21/13 lines produced high virus titers, whereas in PEAK, MDVK, and PSGK-60 cell cultures the virus titers were lower by 0.4-0.9 lg TCD\textsubscript{50}/cm\textsuperscript{3} (Table).

For continuous SK, CV-1, BHK-21/13 cell cultures, the high titer virus production was shown with infectious activity of 8.53±0.21 lg MLD\textsubscript{50}/cm\textsuperscript{3} and 6.50-6.90 lg TCD\textsubscript{50}/cm\textsuperscript{3}, and antigenic activity of 1:64 to 1:128 in PHT. In SK cell culture under the roller method (with bottle volume of 3 dm\textsuperscript{3}, 12 to 15 r.p.h. rotation, temperature of 37 °C, infection dosage of 0.01 to 0.001 MLD\textsubscript{50}/cell, pH 6.4 to 6.8 for the first 12 hours and than from 7.2 to 7.6 for 48 to 72 hours), the high raw virus infectivity (8.5 to 8.9±0.2 lg MLD\textsubscript{50}/cm\textsuperscript{3}) and antigenicity (1:128 to 1:256 in PHT and 1:625 to 1:3125 in solid phase ELISA) were provided (Fig. 1).
Sensitivity of cell cultures to Rift Valley fever virus strain 1974-VNIIVViM depending on passage number under stationary conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of passages</th>
<th>Cell culture</th>
<th>Time of 80-100 % CPE development</th>
<th>Infectious activity titer TCD_{50}/cm^{3} (X±x)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>BHK-21/13</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>6.50±0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>SK</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.90±0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CV-1</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>6.30±0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PSGK-60</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>6.22±0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>LK</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.32±0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PEAK</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>5.70±0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>MDVK</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>6.00±0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Continuous (BHK-21/13, SK, CV-1, PSGK-60, PEAK, MDVK) and primary (LK) kidney cell cultures of Syrian hamster, saiga, green monkey, Siberian mountain goat, African goat embryo, calf and lamb (obtained from the Museum of cell strains of the All-Russian Research Institute of Veterinary Virology and Microbiology).

Fig. 1. Dynamics of infectious and antigenic activity of Rift Valley fever virus strain 1974-VNIIVViM under propagation in saiga (SK) (A) and Syrian hamster (BHK-21/13) (B) kidney cell cultures using roller (a), stationary (b) and suspension (c) methods. MLD — murine lethal dose.
The results of infectious activity estimation were obtained by titration, antigenic activity was assessed by passive hemagglutination.

Infectious and hemagglutinating viral activity in SK cell culture was found to be significantly higher compared to other cell cultures at day 4. Hemagglutinating activity titer in a circular monolayer reached 1:512 in PHT.

Thus, the roller culture method provided maximum viral antigenic activity (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 2. Early stages of Rift Valley fever virus strain 1974-VNIIVViM interaction with sensitive cells (60-90 min at 4 °C): A — close contact of virion with cell (×80000), B — plasma membrane thickening and invagination in the area of contact with virion (×80000), C — virions in intracellular vacuoles (×40000) (marked by arrows). JEM-100S Electron Microscope (Jeol, Japan). Photo courtesy of M.A. Malakhova.

Electron microscopy of infected cell cultures revealed thickened invaginated cell membranes where the viral particles were in contact with cells (Fig. 2). Within 10 minutes after absorption at 37 °C a partial fusion of cell membrane with viral envelope was observed. During the adsorption period, virus particles were also seen in intracellular vacuoles. Most sensitive cells were found to be infected at the virus adsorption.

Molecular characterization was based on the comparison and phylo-
ngetic analysis of gene nucleotide sequences and the primary structure of the major immunodominant proteins (Gn and Gc glycoproteins and N nucleoprotein) in strain 1974-VNIIVViM and several virulent and vaccine RVF virus strains. We studied three extended portions of two genome segments, i.e. a complete nucleotide sequence of N nucleoprotein gene sized 738 bp (S segment, base pairs 917 to 1654), a sequence encoding Gn glycoprotein sized 1602 bp (M segment, base pairs 485 to 2087) and a Gc glycoprotein gene sequence sized 1404 bp (M segment, base pairs 2090 to 3494).

Phylogenetic analysis demonstrated a close relation of strain 1974-VNIIVViM to strains Smithburn and Entebbe (more than 90 %) allowing their grouping into a separate cluster (Fig. 3).

Based on the results of phylogenetic analysis, a decision was made to compare nucleotide and amino acid sequences of genes encoding glycoproteins Gn and Gc and nucleoprotein N in strains 1974-VNIIVViM, Smithburn and Entebbe to estimate their antigenic relatedness. Most nucleotide substitutions in strain 1974-VNIIVViM were synonymous and did not alter the primary protein structure, with insertion and deletion missing. In all three portions analyzed, strain 1974-VNIIVViM was close to strains Smithburn and Entebbe. Thus, eight substitutions were identified in the N gene S segment nucleotide sequence when compared to virulent strain Entebbe, and one substitution was found when compared to attenuated strain Smithburn. Nucleotide substitutions resulted in amino acid substitutions in the nucleoprotein N, which were completely similar to those of strain Smithburn in relation to strain Entebbe, i.e. Lys43→Arg43, Lys187→Arg187, Ser207→Asn207, Glu216→Gly216, Arg219→Lys219. Most of the amino acid substitutions were characteristic of other GenBank strains and isolates. Probably, they are not critical and do not affect viral replication.

![Fig. 3. Dendrograms of phylogenetic closeness of 1974-VNIIVViM and other Rift Valley fever virus isolates, as to nucleotide sequences encoding N nucleoprotein (A), Gn glycoprotein (B), and Gc glycoprotein (B) (method of maximum likelihood).](image-url)
In the nucleotide sequence encoding glycoprotein Gn of strain 1974-VNIIVViM, we found eight substitutions relative to a similar sequence of M segment of a virulent strain Entebbe, and 14 substitutions when compared with M segment of strain Smithburn. According to the published data [31], Gn glycoprotein contains epitopes that induce the formation of virus neutralizing antibodies, thus, nucleotide substitutions may be critical for both virulence and immunogenicity. The following substitutions were found in the strain 1974-VNIIVViM Gn molecule with respect to the corresponding sequence of the precursor polypeptide encoded by the virulent strain Entebbe M genome segment: Asp_{75}→Asn_{75}, Tyr_{120}→His_{120}, Lys_{240}→Asn_{240}, Val_{302}→Ile_{302}, Leu_{428}→Phe_{428}, Ala_{441}→Val_{441}, Val_{462}→Ile_{462}. It should be noted that there was a Tyr_{120} (polar, uncharged amino acid)→His_{120} (polar, positively charged amino acid) significant replacement in one of the epitopes (VKCPPKYGGLTEDCN) which induces production of virus neutralizing antibodies.

Nine substitutions were identified in the sequence which encodes the Gc merger glycoprotein, in strain 1974-VNIIVViM relatively to the same M segment portion in virulent strain Entebbe; five substitutions were found in attenuated strain Smithburn (no change in potential glycosylation sites). Comparing primary Gs structure in strains 1974-VNIIVViM, Entebbe, and Smithburn, we found a significant substitution of Asp_{412}→Asn_{412} (the Asn negative charge may have its effect on protein conformation and, therefore, on the virulence and immunogenicity).

So, comparative analysis identified phylogenetic and antigenic closeness between 1974-VNIIVViM and Smithburn and Entebbe strains of RVF virus. The high homology of studied genes is probably associated with the geography of the initial viral isolates (Africa, Uganda) and with similar attenuation techniques (serial passaging in murine brain). Similarity of primary amino acid sequences of immunodominant proteins in strains 1974-VNIIVViM and Smithburn makes it possible to allocate significant amino acid substitutions at attenuation and indirectly indicates similar immunogenic potential. A relatively lower strain 1974-VNIIVViM virulence may be supposedly explained by the possible presence of deletions or significant mutations in nucleotide sequences that encode the non-structural NSs and NSm proteins. A low number of amino acid substitutions in antigenic components compared to other attenuated strains was identified, therefore, the choice of strain 1974-VNIIVViM as a source of immunodominant protein genes and raw virus for the production of vaccines is well-grounded.

Thus, the continuous saiga kidney cell line and a roller method of culturing are most technologically advanced and provide raw virus production (strain 1974-VNIIVViM of Rift Valley fever virus) with high infectious (8.23±0.21 lg MLD_{50}/cm\(^3\)) and hemagglutinating (titer in passive hemagglutination reaction of 1:512) activity. Optimal conditions for virus culturing are the following: multiplicity of infection of 0.0-0.001 TCD_{50}/cell; cattle serum concentration in maintenance medium of 2 %; pH 7.0-7.2; 72-96 hours period. Three extended portions of two genome segments, i.e. a complete nucleotide sequence of N nucleoprotein gene sized 738 bp (S segment, base pairs 917 to 1654), a sequence encoding Gn glycoprotein sized 1602 bp (M segment, base pairs 485 to 2087) and a Gc glycoprotein gene sequence sized 1404 bp (M segment, base pairs 2090 to 3494) have been studied; and amino acid sequences of these three glycoproteins that are important for antigenic, immunogenic properties and for virus reproduction, have been compared. As a result, phylogenetic and antigenic closeness of strain 1974-VNIIVViM and strains Smithburn (attenuated) and Entebbe (virulent) was identified. The high homology of studied
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